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Syn-Blend OGL 

Premium Open Gear Lubricant 

Syn-Blend OGL is designed to effectively lubricate open 
gears and chains subjected to heavy loads in dusty or 
dirty environments. It provides effective protection 
against rust and corrosion in all environments,  including 
salt spray and acidic environments. It is excellent for  
preserving equipment parts during periods of extended 
storage. 

   

• Excellent Load  Carry And Anti-wear Properties For Superior Protection Against Wear 

• Good Protection Against Rust And Corrosion Leading To Longer Equipment Life, Reduced Downtime And Maintenance Costs 

• Reduced Consumption And Lower Lubricant Cost 

 
 

Syn-Blend OGL is offered in 400 lb drums, 120 lb kegs, 35 lb metal pails, and cases of 25 tubes. 
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Product Syn-Blend OGL 

Viscosity (cSt) @ 40°F 2.5 

Viscosity (cSt) @ 100°F 1.1 

Viscosity (SUS) @ 100°C 35 

Viscosity (SUS) @ 210°C 30 

Specific Gravity 0.829 

Pounds per Gallon 6.91 

Flash Point °F 105 min 
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Syn-Blend OGL is designed to effectively lubricate 
open gears and chains subjected to heavy loads in 
dusty or dirty environments.  Syn-Blend OGL is  
especially suited to lubricate boom slides on cranes 
and cherry pickers, truck fifth-wheels, and spud legs 
on “jack-up” barges and drilling rigs. 

Once Syn-Blend OGL Open Gear Lube has been applied the carrier film           
evaporates leaving a tenacious, dry wax like, durable, long lasting, extreme     
pressure, film that minimizes the collection of abrasive dust and other airborne 
contaminants.  This film also eliminates the need for frequent application, and   
effectively protects heavily loaded surfaces.  This proprietary film significantly   
improves lubrication first by increasing the oil film toughness both of which helps to 
prevent metal to metal contact.  It displaces moisture from metal surfaces and  
protects all metal against rust and corrosion.  It also fortifies the oil against the  
detrimental effects of heat which causes oil to oxidize. 


